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Tonality Induction: A Statistical Approach Applied
Cross-Culturally
CAROL L. KRUMHANSL
CornellUniversity
Sensitivity to tone distributions has been proposed as a mechanism underlying tonality induction. This sensitivity is considered in a cross-cultural context using two styles of music, Finnish spiritual folk hymns and
North Sami yoiks. Previous research on melodic continuation judgments
showed strong correlations with the statistics of the musical style, specifically, the tone distributions and two- and three-tone transitions. This
article develops models using these three kinds of statistics to categorize
short initial segments as coming from one style or the other. The model
using tone distributions was found to make numerous categorization
errors, which can be understood because the tone distributions for these
styles are similar. However, categorization was better for the models that
used two- and three-tone transitions. The major differences between the
transitional probabilities in the styles were analyzed, and these differences were used to account for the cases that the models found difficult.
These results point to listeners' sensitivity to higher order transition information and its utility for style identification.

article explores in a cross-cultural setting basic psychological principles that may underlie tonality induction. In tonal-harmonic Western music, tonality induction is the process through which a listener identifies the key of a piece of music, that is, what the tonic is and whether the
key is major or minor. Identifying the tonality is an important first step in
analyzing a piece of music. Once the key is known, then the piece can be
analyzed harmonically, its grouping and phrase structures can be determined, its formal organization can be specified, and so on. In other words,
tonality (together with meter) usually precedes further theoretical analysis
of the music. From a psychological point of view, identifying the tonality is
important for encoding and remembering the music. Extensive experimental research (summarized, e.g., in Dowling & Harwood, 1986; Handel,
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1989; Krumhansl, 1990) has shown various effects of tonality. Among other
effects, tones in the key are better remembered, are identified more rapidly,
are preferred in final temporal positions, contribute to phrase ending, are
more expected than nonscale tones, and are less frequently confused with
nonscale tones than the reverse. More generally, tonality induction is interesting psychologically because it appears to rely on two basic principles of
perception and cognition.
The first principle is the existence of cognitive reference points (Rosch,
1979). Cognitive reference points refer to instances within categories that
are used to encode, name, and remember other instances within the category. For example, in the category of fruit, some elements, such as apple,
function as cognitive reference points. Other instances are described in reference to these, for example, in the names given to pineapple and Apfelsine
("apples from China" in German). Cognitive reference points are held to
be an efficient mechanism for categorization, requiring a minimum memory
load and generally enabling instances to be correctly categorized. In music,
the tonality establishes certain tones as reference points, creating a hierarchy of tones. The tonic heads the hierarchy, followed by the fifth and third
scale degrees, followed by the other scale tones, and finally the nonscale
tones. One method used to study this experimentally is the probe-tone technique (Krumhansl & Kessler, 1982; Krumhansl & Shepard, 1979). Musical contexts (e.g., scales, tonic triads, chord cadences, or short excerpts
from pieces) are followed by a single tone, called the probe tone. Instructions variously ask how well the tone completes or fits with the context.
The second principle is sensitivity to the frequencies with which instances
occur. Psychological research has shown quite accurate memory for how
often different instances have been presented during the learning phase of
memory experiments. Various results also show that instances that occur
more frequently are more easily encoded, named, and remembered. Frequent instances are also considered to be better category members. For
example, Rosch (1979) found that the word "apple" occurred more frequently in a corpus of written English than did the word "pineapple." This
suggests links between cognitive referencepoints and sensitivity to frequency.
Cognitive reference points may be established initially by their relatively
frequent occurrence. In music, tones given higher ratings in the probe-tone
task are also sounded more frequently in Western music (Krumhansl,1990).
This suggests that the reference points are established initially by frequent
repetition. Supporting evidence comes from a study that used North Indian
classical music (Castellano, Bharucha, & Krumhansl, 1984). In that study,
Western listeners, who were unfamiliar with the style, gave responses similar to the responses of Indian listeners. This similarity was attributed to
Western listeners' basing their responses on the distributions of tones in the
contexts presented, that is, the frequency and duration with which the tones
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were sounded. Frequencyeffects were also found by Oram and Cuddy
(1995), who constructednovel tone sequencesaccordingto predetermined
(andnovel)frequencydistributions.Theyshowedthatthesenovelfrequency
distributionsinduceda tonal hierarchy,as measuredin the probe-tonetask.
Frequencysensitivitymay play an especiallycentralrole in music, because
most listenersdo not have absolute pitch and rely primarilyon relative
pitch.The frequentrepetitionof the referencetones providesa framework
for encodingand rememberingthe soundedtones.
Tone Frequencies and Tonal Hierarchies in Tonality Induction
The researchjust summarizedshows a connection between cognitive
referencepointsin musicand distributionsof tones. This apparentconnection led to the developmentof a key-findingalgorithm(bymyselfandMark
Schmucklerand describedin Krumhansl,1990). The algorithmwas proposed as a possiblemodel of how a listenermight identifythe key initially
and trackmodulationsfrom one key to another.One premiseof the model
is that listenershave internalizedtone frequenciesin pieces in major and
minor keys through prior experience.The second premise is that when
listenershear a section of a piece of music, they match the distributionof
soundedtones to the internalizedtonal hierarchies.The algorithmbegins
with a sampleof tones, for example,each measureof a musicalpiece. The
total duration(or numberof occurrences)of each of the chromaticscale
tones is then determined.This tone distributionis then correlatedwith the
tonal hierarchiesof all majorand minorkeys (usingthe probe-tonevalues
from Krumhansl& Kessler,1982). The highestcorrelationis taken to be
the key identifiedby the algorithm.
The first applicationof the algorithmwas to the initial four-tonesegments of the piano preludesof J. S. Bach, Shostakovich,and Chopin.For
the 48 Bachpreludes,the algorithmidentifiedthe correct(composer'sdesignated)key 44 times with just the first four tones. When an incorrectkey
was found,it was closelyrelatedto the correctkey.Forthe 24 Shostakovich
preludes,the algorithmwas correcton 17 preludes,and a closely related
key was identifiedfor the otherpreludes.The algorithmwas far less accurateon the Chopinpreludes,identifyingonly 11 keys correctlyon the basis
of the first four tones. Of the remaining13 preludes,8 Preludeexcerpts
producedclosely relatedkeys. In three more cases, a diffuse collection of
keys nearthe correctone was identified,with no probe-toneprofilecorrelatingstronglywith the tone distributions.In the last two cases,manyother
keys had highercorrelationsthan the correctkey had. Both these prelude
segmentscontaineda chromaticalterationof one of the scale tones (the
tonic in one case, and the third scale degreein the other). Thus, it is not
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surprisingthat the algorithmfailed in these cases to identifythe key from
the four-tonesegments.
The second application was to the fugue subjects of J. S. Bach and
Shostakovich.Here,the questionwas how manytones would be neededto
find the correctkey. In the case of the Bachpreludes,the correctkey was
found 44 times out of 48, with an averageof 5.1 tones needed for the
correctidentification.In the case of the Shostakovichpreludes,the correct
key was found 22 out of 24 times,with an averageof 4.3 tones neededfor
the correct identification.Both these applicationssuggest that the short
initial portions of these pieces tend to emphasize,by repetitionand duration, those tones that are relativelyhigh in the tonal hierarchy.Although
errors occurred,the correct identificationswere far more frequentthan
one would expect by chance (1 out of 24). Most of the errorswere identifying closely relatedkeys, allowing a processsuch as that modeledby the
algorithmto orientthe listenerto the correcttonal region,if not the correct
key.
The thirdapplicationwas to a singleprelude(C Minor,Book II) of J. S.
basis. The
Bach. We examinedthe entirepiece on a measure-by-measure
and
the
of
question
preludecontains an interestingpattern modulations,
was whetherthe algorithmcould trackthese modulations.In this case, we
also had experts'judgments;they were asked to indicatethe primarykey
for eachmeasureand also any keys of lesserstrength.The expertsappeared
unableto focus exclusivelyon singlemeasures,showinginfluencesof preceding and following measures.Thus, the algorithm'sinput consisted of
the tone durationsin the currentmeasure(with full weights)and the tone
durationsin the precedingmeasureand the following measure(eachwith
one-halfweights).The algorithmshowedgood generalagreementwith the
experts,althoughit lackedsome of the precisionfoundin the experts'judgments.However,the degreeto which the algorithmwas successfulsuggests
that it is able to identifysectionscontainingtonal ambiguityand modulations in generalagreementwith the experts.
The Krumhansl-Schmuckler
algorithmis simple, using only prior psyof tones in short excerpts.It does not
data
and
the
durations
chological
out
music-theoretical
carry any
procedures,suchas harmonicanalysis(see,
e.g., Rowe, 1993, 2000; Vos, 2000; Vos & VanGeenen,1996). Nor does it
take meterinto account,or phrasing.The most importantmissingelement
for presentpurposes,however,is that the algorithmdoes not take the temporalorderof the tones into account.Initialexplorations,describedbriefly
in Krumhansl(1990), suggestedthat the algorithmcould be sharpenedby
the additionof informationabout tone order.In the extensionof the algorithm, the numberof two-tone transitions(how often one tone was followed by another)was comparedwith listeners'judgmentsof melodicintervalsin tonal contexts (Krumhansl,1979, 1990). This method,however,
could be appliedreadilyonly to monophoniemusicbecauseorderis coded
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easily only for single-voicedmelodies.Thus, we did not developit further,
althoughextensivepsychologicaldata show the importanceof tone order
as is discussednext.
The Importance of Temporal Order in Music
In tonal contexts, the order of tones is highly important.This kind of
orderdependencyreflectsthe temporalnatureof music,with auditoryevents
occurringalong the asymmetricdimensionof time going forwardin one
direction.Temporal-ordereffects in music have been treatedexperimentally at least fromthe beginningof the 20th century(see Krumhansl,1990,
p. 122 for citations).Theseearlystudiesdemonstrateddifferencesin judgments (suchas preferenceand finality)as a functionof the orderin which
the tones were heard.A scaling study (Krumhansl,1979) studiedtemporal-orderasymmetriesof all pairs of tones in an octave range. Listeners
wereaskedto makesimilarityjudgmentson sequentiallypresentedpairsof
tones in a cleartonal context. Specifically,followingthe tonal context, two
tones were heardand the listenerswere askedto judgehow closely related
the first tone is to the second tone in the tonal system suggestedby the
context. The ratingsfor pairsof tones were often asymmetric,that is, they
dependedon the orderin which the two tones were presented.The asymmetriesfollowed a regularpattern. Higher similarityratings were given
when the first tone was lower in the tonal hierarchythan the second. In
otherwords, two tones were judgedas more similarwhen the secondtone
was relativelyhigh in the tonal hierarchy,such as the tonic, dominant,and
third.
Two otherexperiments(Krumhansl,1979) foundtemporal-ordereffects
in memoryconfusions. A to-be-rememberedtone was sounded before a
melodicsequence.After the sequence,anothertone was sounded and the
listenershad to judgethat tone as the same as or differentfrom the to-berememberedtone. In both experiments,listenersconfused the previously
heardnonscaletones more frequentlywith scale tones than they confused
the previouslyheardscaletones with nonscaletones. Thus, both similarity
andmemoryjudgmentscontaineda regularpatternof temporal-order
asymin
the
"These
results
to
the
conclusion,
psysuggestthat,
metries,leading
chologicalrepresentation,those tones less closelyrelatedto the tonalityare
less stablethan tones closely relatedto the tonality,and that the representation incorporatesthe tendencyfor less stabletones to move towardmore
stabletones in time. Thus, these temporalasymmetriesreflectthe dynamic
characterof musicaltones in time" (Krumhansl,1979, p. 372).
Similartemporal-ordereffectswere found in variousstudiesdone in collaborationwith JamshedBharucha(summarizedin Krumhansl,1990) for
chord sequences.The effects were large and appearedin both similarity
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and memoryjudgments.They could be manipulatedin a predictableand
interprétableway by varyingthe tonal context. The temporal-ordereffects
for both tones and chords could be relatedto tonal and harmonichierarchies. And, most importantin the presentcontext, the psychologicaljudgments correlatewith the frequencyof chords and chord progressionsin
music. In sum, it appearsthat frequencyof successiveelementsin musicis
incorporatedin listeners'cognitiverepresentationsand that this information may be used to orientto the tonalityof a piece of music.This possibility will now be consideredin an algorithmthat uses tone-orderinformation. The algorithmwill be applied to two styles of vocal monophonie
music, Finnishspiritualfolk hymnsand North Samiyoiks, that were used
in two recentstudies.
Two Cross-Cultural Studies: Finnish Spiritual Folk Hymns and
North Sami Yoiks
The two studies investigatedmelodic expectancy.Expectancyhas an
importantfunction in a wide variety of behaviors,includingperception,
speech understandingand production,and skilled performance.Diverse
methodshave been developedto studymusicalexpectancy,includingproduction, memory,detection,priming,and structuraljudgments.The two
studiesgrewout of a collaborationbetweenmyself,JukkaLouhivuori,Petri
Toiviainen,Topi Jarvinen,Pekka Toivanen,TuomasEerola,all from the
Universityof Jyvâskylâ,and AnnukkaHirvasvuopiofrom Utsjokiand the
Universityof Tampere(Krumhansl,Louhivuori,Toiviainen,Jarvinen,&
Eerola, 1999; Krumhansl, Toivanen, Eerola, Toiviainen, Jarvinen, &
Louhivuori,2000). Our approachwas to compareresultsfrom behavioral
experiments,a statisticalanalysisof the musical styles, and a neuralnetwork model of the self-organizingtype (Kohonen,1997).
In both behavioralexperiments,eight test excerptswere chosen from
each of the two styles of music, Finnishspiritualfolk hymns and North
Sami yoiks. They were chosen so that they ended when expectationsfor
continuationwould be expected to be strong, and the actual music contained an unexpectedcontinuationthat might be known to the more expert listenersbut not to the others. The excerptswere transposedso that
they fell within the rangefrom G3(the G below middleC) to E5(the E an
octave and a thirdabove middleC) and had C as a referencetone (tonicin
Westernmusic).The methodusedin the behavioralexperimentwas similar
to that used in earlierresearchon musical expectancy(e.g., Krumhansl,
1995; Schmuckler,1989). Eachtrial beganwith the excerptfollowed by a
singletone, calledthe continuationtone. All continuationtones withinthe
range(fromthe G3to the high E5)were used on differenttrialsin a random
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order.The listenerswereaskedto judgehow well the continuationtone fits
with theirexpectationsabout what might follow in the melody.
The Finnishspiritualfolk hymnscombineelementsof Lutheranhymns
and Finnishfolk songs. The style is generallyassociatedwith the Beseecher
religiousprayermovement,which createdthe texts and melodies in the
middleof the 18th centuryin southwestFinland.Two examplesare shown
in Figure1. For the study on Finnishspiritualfolk hymns,two groups of
listenersparticipated.The first group consisted of 12 subjectswho were
membersof the YouthChoirof the Beseechers.The experimentwas runat
their rehearsalin the parish hall of Eura, Finland.They had heard and
learnedthe spiritualfolk hymns at an early age and were highly familiar
with the style, and most subjectsknew most of the hymns in the experiment.The secondgroupconsistedof 14 undergraduatemusicologymajors
at the Universityof Jyvâskylâ.They were not familiarwith the particular
hymnsand did not recognizeany of the melodies.However,they reported
beingfamiliarwith the stylethat is to be expectedbecausethe spiritualfolk
hymnscombineelementsfrom Lutheranhymnsand Finnishfolk music.
The Samiyoiks, from Lapland,have a style quite distinctfrom Western
music.Yoiksare almostexclusivelyvocal and typicallyuse a few nonsense
syllablesratherthan words. Yoiksmostlydeal with topics of everydaylife,

Fig. 1. Two Finnishspiritualfolk hymnstransposedto C major.
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such as people, animals,places, and nature.They have personalmeaning
for the yoiker and are sung either in solitude or with people who share
knowledgeof the yoik'stopic. Yoiksarehighlyimprovisatoryand havenot
been extensivelyanalyzedfrom a theoreticalpoint of view. They are characterizedby short, repeatedmotivesthat often compriseonly a few notes,
in most cases from the majorpentatonicscale. They tend to includerelativelylargeintervalleaps.Examplesareshown in Figure2. Threegroupsof
listenersparticipatedin the studyon North Samiyoiks. The firstconsisted
of seven nativeSamiwho had extensiveexperiencelearningand performing yoiks. They reportedthat they were highly familiarwith the style, although they were very familiarwith only two of the yoiks selectedas exmusic
perimentalmaterials.Thesecondgroupconsistedof 11 undergraduate
educationmajors at the Universityof Jyvâskylà.Their primarytraining
was in Westernmusic. However,they had learnedto play a numberof
yoiks duringa 1-yearperiod,includingtwo of the yoiks used in the experiment. The thirdgroupconsistedof Westernmusiciansunfamiliarwith the
yoiks and the yoik style. This allowed us to separatetwo factors:(1) musical cultureand (2) experiencewith the particularyoiks.
The followingsummaryfocusesexclusivelyon the convergencebetween
the melodiccontinuationjudgmentsand the statisticalstyle analysis.The
statisticalstyle analysis considereda corpus of 18 Finnishspiritualfolk
hymns (only the 9 hymnsin majorwill be consideredhere) and 18 yoiks.
For each corpus,the analysisfound the tone distributions(how frequently

Fig. 2. Two North Samiyoiks transposedso that C and G are frequenttones.
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each chromaticscaletone appeared)and the frequencyof all possibletwoand three-tonetransitions.
The correlationswith the behavioralresultsfrom the Finnishspiritual
folk hymnstudy (Krumhanslet al., 1999) are shown at the top of Table1.
As seenin the firstline, the melodiccontinuationjudgmentsof both groups
of listenerscorrelatedstronglywith the distributionsof tones in the corpus. (The degreesof freedomof these and all the other correlationsin the
table is 174.) The next line shows the correlationsbetweenthe judgments
and the two-tone transitions,that is, the relativeprobabilitiesof the continuationtone conditionalon the last tone of the experimentalcontexts.
Again, these correlationswere highly significant.The next line shows the
correlationbetweenthe judgmentsand the three-tonetransitions,that is,
the relativeprobabilitiesof the continuationtone conditionalon the last
two tonesof the experimentalcontexts.Again,thesecorrelationswerehighly
significant,and here a differencebetweenthe groupswas found such that
the correlationsfor the expertswere reliablyhigherthan the correlations
for the nonexperts.Finally,the correlationswith a variablecoding the corTable 1
Correlations Between Statistics of Music and Behavioral Judgments of
Melodic Continuations
SpiritualFolkHymns
SubjectGroup

Tone distributions
Two-tone transitions
Three-tone transitions
Correct next tone

Finnish

BeseecherChoir

.64***
.50* * *
.41 * * *

.72***
.56***
.59* * *
.52 * * *

.15
North SamiYoiks

SubjectGroup
Western
Tone distributions
Two-tone transitions
Three-tone transitions
Correct next tone
Tone distributions
Two-tone transitions
Three-tone transitions
Correct next tone

Finnish

Sami

All Yoiks
.74***
.66***
.61 * * *
.57* * *
.38***
.43***
.21**
.32***
YoiksKnownOnly to Sami
.67***
.65***
.78***
.54* * *
.69* * *
.60* * *
*
*
*
.49*
.46*
.65***
.07
.18
.50***
.63***
.67* * *
.41***
.11

**p<. 01, ***p<. 001.
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rect next tone of the hymn was much stronger for the experts than for the
nonexperts. In terms of Bharucha's (1987) distinction between schematic
and veridical expectations, the experts showed stronger veridical expectations than the nonexperts.
The correlations with the behavioral results from the Sami yoik study
(Krumhansl et al., 2000) are shown in the rest of Table 1. Again highly
significant correlations were found between the continuation tones and
tone distributions, the two-tone transitions, and the three-tone transitions.
The correlation with the correct next tone (veridicalexpectations) was strongest for the Sami, followed by the Finnish, and finally the Western subjects.
Recall that only some of the yoiks were familiar to the Sami subjects. The
results for this subset of yoiks are shown at the bottom of Table 1. Here the
effect of veridical expectations is more pronounced. In addition, for these
yoiks, the correlation with the higher order three-tone transitions was noticeably higher for the Sami than for the other two groups of listeners. The
central point to take from both studies is that listeners, even those with
little prior familiarity with the style, appear to be sensitive to statistical
distributions of tones. This result is similar to those of the North Indian
music study (Castellano et al., 1984). The present results show that listeners are not only sensitive to the distributions of tones, but also to higher
order statistics, such as the two- and three-tone transitions.

Statistical Distributions and Musical Style
These findings stimulated further analysis of the problem of tonality induction. They suggested that it might be interesting to develop an extension of the Krumhansl-Schmuckleralgorithm (Krumhansl, 1990) that used
not only the tonal hierarchies (which correlate with the frequencies of single
tones) as was done in the earlier algorithm, but also the frequencies of
successive tone combinations. In addition to evaluating the utility of this
extension of the earlier algorithm, this approach may be especially useful
in a cross-cultural context where the music has not been treated theoretically. Using the statistics of the music may yield insights into how a theoretical analysis of the style might be developed. The two styles of music
used in these studies, Finnish spiritual folk hymns and North Sami yoiks,
lend themselves to this analysis because music in both traditions is monophonic, thus eliminating the problem of how to code relationships between
successive tones. The particular focus in what follows is on whether the
algorithm can correctly distinguish between hymns and yoiks given the
initial seven tones.
Figure 3 shows the tone distributions from the corpus of 9 hymns in
major and 18 yoiks. Both sets of values were normalized before being
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Fig. 3. Tone distributions for a corpus of 9 Finnish spiritual folk hymns transposed to C
major and a corpus of 18 North Sami yoiks transposed so that C and G are frequent tones.

graphed. Two points should be noted. First, the tone distributions for the
major hymns and yoiks were very similar (with a correlation of r (10) =
.87, p < .0005). This correlation is higher than the correlation between the
tonal hierarchies of any major or minor keys (Krumhansl, 1990, p. 38).
Thus, the problem of distinguishing between these styles on the basis of the
tone distributions would be harder than distinguishing between any two
major and minor keys on the basis of their tonal hierarchies. Second, although the hymn and yoik tone distributions are very similar, they differ in
minor ways. They differ in as much as the F and B (and to some extent A)
appear relatively infrequently in the yoiks compared with the hymns. Also,
the G appears more frequently than C in the yoiks, whereas this difference
does not appear in the hymns. For this reason, the yoik hierarchy might be
said to be pentatonic in orientation and to have both C and G as reference
points.
Three models were tested with the materials listed in Table 2. All eight
Finnish spiritual folk hymns used to test the model were transposed to C
major and began with the tones shown in the table. The eight yoiks were
those used in the behavioral experiment, which were transposed so that C
and G were relatively frequent. Their initial seven tones also are listed in
Table 2. Seven tones were chosen for the tests because the previous application (Krumhansl, 1990) found this was approximately the number of tones
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Table 2
Materials to Test the Models
Finnish Spiritual Folk Hymns
Hymn No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Halullisten Sielujen Hengelliset Laulut (HSHL)

HSHL2a
HSHL54a
HSHL12a
HSHL20
HSHLlia
HSHL15a
HSHL17
HSHL32

First Seven Tones

CCBABCD
CCEGGAB
GGECEGG
EGCCBAD
CDEFDGA
CDEFDGG
GCCCDED
CBCDEDC

North Sami Yoiks
Yoik No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name of Yoik

Anden Inga
Elle Sunna
tfappa Magdalena
Haldî
Bierra Bierra
Val'gon guoi'ka
Âilen Niga Elle
Lemmon Elle

First Seven Tones

CCCDDCD
GCDDCGD
CDGCDCE
EEEDCDD
GCCCDDC
GEDEGAD
GCGFFFG
GGCCAAG

neededto find the key in Westernmusic. Seventones also gave a reasonable numberof two- and three-tonetransitions(six and five, respectively).
The tone durationswere not taken into account.
The first model correlatedthe distributionof the first seven tones with
the tone distributionsin the hymn and yoik corpora. The second model
correlatedthe distributionof two-tone transitionsin the initial segment
with the two-tone transitionsin the hymn and yoik corpora.Similarly,the
third model correlatedthe distributionof three-tonetransitionswith the
three-tonetransitionsin the two corpora.If the highercorrelationis with
the correctcorpusstatistics,we will say that the model has made a correct
style classification.If not, it has made a classificationerror.Consequently,
we will concentrateon the differencesbetween the correlationswith the
two style statistics.
Figure4 shows, for the threemodels,the differencebetweenthe correlation with the hymnstatisticsand the yoik statistics.As can be seen,the first
model makesnumerousclassificationerrors.Correlationsfor correctclassificationsdid not reliablyexceed those for errorclassifications,£(1,15) =
.32, ns. This resultwould be expectedgiven the very similartone distributions shown in Figure3. The second model, using two-tone transitions,
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Fig. 4. Categorizations made by the three models. The values plotted are the correlation
between the test material and the hymn corpus minus the correlation between the test material and the yoik corpus. Positive values mean that the model classified the test excerpt as
a hymn, and negative values mean that the model classified the test excerpt as a yoik. Model
1 correlated the test excerpts with the tone distributions. Model 2 correlated the test excerpts with the two-tone transitions. Model 3 correlated the test excerpts with the threetone transitions. Errors are indicated by x's.

made fewer classification errors. With some notable exceptions (Hymns 2,
3, and 7), the second model discriminates better between the styles, and the
correlations for correct classifications exceeded those for error classifications, £(1,15) = 2.1, p = .03, one-tailed. Finally, the third model shows the
best discriminationbetween the styles. Only Hymn 7 is strongly misclassified.
Overall, the three-tone model performs quite well, with the correlations
for the correct classifications higher on average than those for the incorrect
classifications, £(1,15) = 4.4, p = .0003). In sum, the results of these analyses are that the algorithm's ability to discriminate style increases from the
tone distribution model to the two-tone model to the three-tone model. We
now consider the differences in the sequential order of tones that distinguish between the hymns and the yoiks.
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Sequential Order in the Hymns and Yoiks
The following analysis was done to compare the two-tone and threetone transitions in the hymns and yoiks. We consider the two-tone transitions first. The frequency of all two-tone transitions in the yoiks was subtracted from the frequency of the corresponding two-tone transitions in
the hymns (after both sets of values were normalized). The 10 biggest differences on both ends of the scale were selected for presentation. Figure 5
shows on the left the 10 two-tone transitions that appeared in the hymns
far more frequently than in the yoiks. The dashed lines represent two-tone
transitions that are scalar movement. As can be seen, the hymns are characterized by scalar movement, with the exception of the BD sequence only.
Figure 5 shows on the right the 10 two-tone transitions that appeared in
the yoiks far more frequently than in the hymns. The circles here represent
repeated tones, for example, CC. Here, tone repetition is far more frequent
than in the hymns, and only two of the sequences, CD and DC, are scalar
movement. The pentatonic orientation of the yoiks is apparent in that none
of the frequent two-tone transitions includes F or B. Nor does A appear
frequently in two-tone transitions. The interpretation of the yoiks as having two reference pitches is supported by the frequent succession of CG.
These two reference pitches appear to be reinforced by movement to and
from D and E, respectively.
Figure 6 shows the same analysis done for the three-tone transitions.
Scalar movement in the hymns is even more clear here than for the two-

Fig. 5. Two-tone transitions that were more common in the hymns (left), and two-tone
transitions that were more common in the yoiks (right).
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Fig. 6. Three-tone transitions that were more common in the hymns (left), and three-tone
transitions that were more common in the yoiks (right).

tone transitions. Many of the patterns in the hymns consist of successive
steps along the scale, for example, DEF, EFG, CBA, and so on. Two other
cases involve alternations with E, CEC and FEE Finally, two cases involve
repetition followed by a scalar step, CCB and FFE. The yoik results, shown
on the right, contain no movement of three tones along the scale. The relatively frequent sequences involving C and G are again apparent, as are the
sequences involving C and D and the sequences involving G and E. Again,
the prevalence of tone repetitions is seen, especially in the GGG sequence
represented by the double circle.
With these results in mind, we can turn to the cases that were problematic for the algorithm. The first seven tones of Hymn 2 are CCEGGAB.
That this was classified as a yoik can be understood by the following factors: the repeated C and the repeated G, which are relatively frequent in the
yoiks, and the fact that the only scalar movement, GAB, is not one of the
most common scalar sequences in the hymns. The second problematic hymn
was Hymn 3, in which the first seven tones are GGECEGG. Note here the
frequent repetition of the G and the absence of scalar movement, both of
which are typical of the yoiks. Also the excerpt does not contain any of the
tones F, A, or B, a feature that is also typical of the yoiks. The next problematic case was Hymn 7 with the first seven tones GCCCDED. Here the
relevant factors seem to be the repeated C, the GC sequence, the absence of
F, A, and B, and the fact that the only scalar movement is C D E (which is
not one of the three-tone transitions that strongly distinguishes between
hymns and yoiks). Finally, Yoik 7 was not strongly classified as either hymn
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or yoik. Its first seven tones are GCGFFFG.Yoik 7 has some featuresin
common with the hymns:the appearanceof the F, the repetitionof the F,
and the alternationbetweenF and G. However,it also has importantfeaturesin commonwith the yoiks, namely,the sequencesCG and GC. Thus,
the algorithm'sdifficultywith this yoik can be understood.
General Discussion
To summarizefirst the results of the algorithmdescribedhere, it was
based not only on the relativefrequenciesof tones (as was done in the
earlierKrumhansl-Schmuckler
algorithm;Krumhansl,1990), but also on
the frequenciesof two- and three-tonetransitionsin the initialsegmentsof
the music. The algorithmwas tested by asking it to distinguishbetween
two musicalstylesusing only the firstseventones of eightFinnishspiritual
folk hymns and eight North Sami yoiks. The relativefrequenciesof the
tones are quitesimilarin these styles.As would thus be expected,the algorithmbasedonly on the relativefrequenciesof tones was largelyunableto
classifythe excerptscorrectly.However,greateraccuracyin distinguishing
betweenthe styles was found when two- and three-tonetransitionswere
considered.Comparingthe frequenttwo- and three-tonetransitionsin the
styles yieldedinformationabout how the styles differ.The hymns are distinguishedby a diatonictonalityand frequentscalarmovement.The yoiks,
in contrast, appear to have a pentatonic orientation (in which the A is
relativelyweak), and two referencepitches, C and G, that are frequently
sounded in succession.Scalarmovementis far less common than in the
hymns.These characteristicscould be used to understandwhich excerpts
presenteddifficultiesto the algorithm.They also are suggestiveof further
theoreticaldevelopments,especiallyof the yoik style, which has not receivedextensivetheoreticalanalysis.
At a more generallevel, this articlewas motivatedby examininghow
two basic psychologicalprinciplesare used and elaboratedin music. The
first is the existenceof cognitivereferencepoints. These have been established by a varietyof experimentalresults summarizedearlier.Cognitive
referencepoints also have been shown to have statisticalsupport in the
frequencyof referencetones in music. The present analysesof two- and
three-tonetransitionsextends these observationsby consideringpatterns
of tone movementto and from the referencepitches,and in the case of the
yoiks, between the two apparentlyequally strong referencepitches. The
secondprincipleis sensitivityto frequencyinformationand use of that sensitivity in learning and classification. Previous experimental results
(Krumhanslet al., 1999; Krumhanslet al., 2000) showed that musicalexpertise was associatedwith melodic expectationsbased on sensitivityto
longer sequences.In a complementaryway, the algorithmthat took into
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accountsequentialorderperformedmore accuratelyin distinguishingbetween the two musicalstyles. In closing, let us considertwo recentexperimentalresultsdemonstratingthe importanceof sequentialinformationin
othercommunicationsystems.
A recentpaper (Aslin,Saffran,& Newport, 1998) is concernedprimarilywith languageacquisitionbut has intriguingparallelswith music.Aslin
et al. reportedthat 8-month-oldinfantscan segmenta continuousstream
of speechsyllablesinto wordlikeunits after only 3 min of exposure.This
abilityappearsto derivefrom theirsensitivityto the successiveorderingof
syllables.Aslin et al. createdan artificiallanguageof trisyllabicnonsense
words;one languageconsistedof the words:pabiku,tibudo,golatu,daropl.
The familiarization period consisted of a continuous stream of these
trisyllabicnonsensewords. The words were heard in randomorder with
no breaks between them, such as "pabikugolatudaropitibudodaropigolatu...." After the familiarizationperiod, which lasted 3 min, infants
werepresentedwith words and part-words(trisyllabicsequencesspanning
word boundaries).Theirbehavioralresultsshowedthat they discriminated
betweentrisyllabicwords and part-words.The words and part-wordsdiffered in the transitionprobabilities.The transitionprobabilitiesbetween
the syllableswere higher in the words than in the part-words.In other
words, infantsappearto be sensitiveto the successiveorderingof syllables
in the artificiallanguage.Thus, the researchsuggeststhat in both language
and music, listenersmay be sensitive to order informationand use this
sensitivityto form largerunits in perceptionand memory.
An interestingapplicationof sequentialprobabilitiesalso appearsin a
recentstudy of bird songs (Gentner& Hulse, 1998). Bird songs serve at
least threefunctions(whichare differentfor differentbird speciesand are
not mutuallyexclusive).First,songs can be used by malesto attractmates.
Second,songs can be used to defendthe nest site. Third,songs can be used
to recognizeindividualbirds,such as a femalerecognizingits mate. Their
study focused on the last function, individualrecognition,and examined
what about an individualbird'ssong might carrythe informationabout
the identityof the singer.They used the following terminologyto describe
songs. A song consistsof a numberof sequentiallypatternednote clusters,
called "song types." These are generallyless than 1 s long and are often
repeatedbefore the next song type is sung. Sequencesof song types are
strungtogetherin time to producewhat is called a "song bout."
Apparently,differentindividualbirds string togetherthe song types in
differentways. Gentnerand Hulse (1998) did a statisticalanalysisof the
frequenciesof successivesong types in Europeanstarlings.The first analysis describesthe frequencydistributionof song types, that is, how often
differentsong types occur.The second analysisdescribesthe frequencyof
successivepairsof song types (liketwo-tonetransitionsin music).The third
analysis describesthe frequencyof successivetriples of song types (like
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three-tone transitions in music). They then synthesized song bouts that conformed to these different statistics. That is, they took the statistics from different birds and created new song bouts in accordance with the relative frequenciesof song types, two-song type sequences,and three-songtype sequences.
Three groups of birds were first trained. The first group consisted of
males who learned (through reinforcement) to identify their own songs
from those of four familiar males. The second group was familiar with the
songs, but none of the songs was their own; they were trained to identify
the songs of a particular bird. The third group consisted of females who
were previously unfamiliar with all the songs; they were also trained to
identify the songs of a particular bird. The question, then, was whether the
trained birds could generalize this training to the novel synthesized song
bouts, correctly identifying the individual. The training successfully transferred to the novel song bouts. Moreover, the transfer was more successful
for the synthesized song bouts that matched the relative frequenciesof longer
sequences of song types. These results suggest that birds, as well as humans,
are sensitiveto the successiveorderingof sound events. In bird song, it appears
to be used to identify the individual birds, at least by European starlings.
Thus, sensitivity to the order of events appears to play a role in a variety
of communicative contexts. It appears to be a basic psychological principle
in both humans and other species. As a consequence of this generality, we
would expect to find its influence in music cross-culturally. This has been
shown not only in the behavioral experiments in previous research, but
also in the statistical style analysis summarized here. The algorithm showed
the utility of sequential information in classifying musical styles. This general principle of sensitivity to sequential order is elaborated in each of these
systems in different ways. In music, it is coordinated with reference pitches,
scale structure, and harmony, and it is elaborated by rhythm and phrasing.
In language, it appears to yield information about the sequences of sounds
that form words of the language and possibly also syntactic categories. In
animal communication, there is at least one example of sequential ordering
of sound types yielding identification of individuals. Despite these differences, sensitivity to sequential ordering appears to be a core principle in
encoding and interpreting sequences of sounds.1
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